This multi-disciplinary research showed sound could be coded by electrical stimulation of the cochlea and peripheral auditory nervous system. But the temporal coding of frequency as seen in the experimental animal, was inadequate for the important speech frequencies. The data indicated the limitation was due in particular to deterministic firing of neurons and failure to reproduce the normal fine temporo-spatial pattern of neural responses seen with sound. However, the data also showed the need for the place coding of frequency, and this meant multi-electrodes inserted into the cochlea. Nevertheless, before this was evaluated on people we undertook biological safety studies to determine the effects of surgical trauma and electrical stimuli, and how to prevent infection. Then our research demonstrated place of stimulation had timbre and was perceived as vowels. This led to our discovery in 1978 of the formant-extraction speech code that first enabled severely-profoundly deaf people to understand running speech. This result in people who had hearing before becoming severely deaf was an outcome not previously considered possible. In 1985 it was the first multi-channel implant to be approved by the US Food and Drug Administration (FDA). It was also the fore runner of our advanced formant and fixed filter strategies When these codes were used from 1985 for those born deaf or deafened early in life we discovered there was a critical period when brain plasticity would allow speech perception and language to be developed near-normally, and this required in particular the acquisition of place coding. In 1990 this led to the first cochlear implant to be approved by the FDA for use in children. Finally, we achieved binaural hearing in 1989 with bilateral cochlear implants, followed by bimodal speech processing in 1990 with a hearing aid in one ear and implant in the other. The above research has been developed industrially, with for example 250,000 people worldwide receiving the Cochlear device in 2013, and as of December 2012 the NIH estimated that approximately 324,200 people worldwide had received this and other implants .
Introduction
The idea of electrically stimulating the auditory nerves to restore hearing in severely-profoundly deaf people emerged in the early 20th century with experimental studies in centres in Europe, the US, and Australia, as discussed (Clark, 2001 (Clark, , 2003b (Clark, , 2008 . But many scientists said speech understanding would not be possible (Lawrence, 1964) as the neural network in the cochlea for the initial encoding of sound was too complex. Nevertheless, I reasoned the question should be answered with multi-disciplinary research to show what the limits for the coding of speech were. This required convergent research in surgical anatomy and pathology, neurobiology, neurophysiology, psychophysics, speech science, communications and bioengineering, audiology and speech pathology, otology, and (re)habilitation (Clark, 2006 (Clark, , 2008 (Clark, , 2013 .
My research, commencing in 1967, was initially undertaken to answer the basic question could electrical stimulation reproduce the coding of frequency and intensity? Firstly would the temporal coding of frequencies for electrical stimulation over the speech frequency range be possible? I saw this as a most promising approach in view of the findings by Rose et al. (1967) in recording interval histograms to sound up to 4.0 kHz. But Kiang et al. (1965) and others had shown the importance of place coding and I considered that might need to be reproduced. In severe deafness when the organ of Corti was lost, the only chance of hearing speech was bypassing the malfunctioning cochlear neural net, and reproducing the coding of sound by direct electrical stimulation of the auditory nerve. I then established the coding of basic sounds and how it would be possible to code more complex patterns of sound, including speech. This resulted in our discovering how to produce speech perception and production in severely-profoundly deaf people.
Results

Electrophysiology
If the temporal coding of frequency over the speech frequency range had been effective, a single-channel implant would have sufficed, and been the simplest solution for the management of severe-profound hearing loss. With electrical stimulation, I recorded both single and group responses from the brainstem, as the brainstem nuclei had been shown to be important for frequency discrimination (Goldberg and Neff, 1961) . For electrical stimulation at low frequencies up to 400 pulses/s, the single unit responses were more precisely timed or deterministic than for sound at low frequencies (Clark, 1969a, b, c; 1970a , b,1973 and Moxon, 1971) (Fig. 1A ). But at a higher rate of 800 pulses/s and above (Figs. 1B, C) using intracellular recordings (Paolini et al., 1997) , the responses were jittered or more stochastic as seen with sound. And, at 1200pulses/s and above, discrimination with behavioural studies was found to be poor or absent (Clark et al., 1973a, b; and Williams et al., 1974, 1976) . Fig. 1A , B, C shows the responses above 800pul-ses/s enter the relative refractory period, shown by the vertical line, where they are suppressed making 800pulses/s an approximate upper limit for rate of effective electrical stimulation. On the other hand, with acoustic stimulation phase-locking occurred in a group of neurons up to at least 2300 Hz and they fired stochastically (Clark, 2010b) . Furthermore, discrimination for low rates of stimulation not only occurred when stimulating the low frequency or apical region of the cochlea, but the basal or high frequency region (Clark et al., 1973a, b; Williams et al., 1974 Williams et al., , 1976 . This suggested there were separate processing channels in the brain for temporal and place coding. In addition, the group responses or field potentials from the auditory brainstem were suppressed with electrical stimulation above approximately 300e600 pulses/s (Fig. 1D) .
Due to the limitations in the temporal coding of frequency with electrical stimulation, it became necessary to localize current to discrete groups of auditory nerve fibres for place coding and to optimize the stimulus parameters (Clark, 1973) . This required multi-channel stimulation of the auditory nerve with a prototype receiver-stimulator developed by the University's Department of Otolaryngology and Electrical Engineering (Clark et al., 1977a, b) , and with electrodes placed inside the cochlea (Clark, 1969a, b, c; . At the time this surgical approach was seen as unacceptable by many otologists. So to ensure safety I undertook experimental surgical studies on animals and human temporal bones (Clark, 1977; Clark et al., 1973a, b) . It was only after these studies, that I proceeded with the implantation of a prototype receiverstimulator in a patient in 1978 (Clark et al., 1978a, b; 1979) . It was also necessary to insert the array around the basal turn of the cochlea so that localized stimulation of nerve fibres transmitting the speech frequencies could be achieved. Initially prototype electrode arrays that were passed from below upwards into the tightening spiral of the basal turn of the cochlea became jammed against the outer wall at a depth of approximately 10 mm. An insertion depth of 20e25 mm was needed to reach the speech frequency region. After experimenting with acrylic models of the cochlea and even sea shells (Clark, 2008) I discovered that an array could pass an adequate distance if it was free-fitting and had graded stiffness. I later confirmed this finding in 2D with finite element analysis (Chen et al., 2003) . Our histopathological studies on the human temporal bones also showed that this insertion could be done with only moderate trauma (Shepherd et al., 1983a, b; 1985) .
Psychophysics of basic stimuli
After studying rate and place coding of frequency as well as intensity on the experimental animal, I validated the findings for perception on the University of Melbourne's first two multi- Fig. 1 . A, B, C. Inter-spike interval histograms for electrical stimulation at 200, 800, and 1200 pulses/s (Javel et al.,. 1987; Paolini et al., 1997 Paolini et al., , 2001 ) (dashed line e relative refractory period) (Modified; Clark, 2003a,b) . D. The field potentials in the auditory brainstem of the experimental animal for stimuli of 1 pulse/s and 300 pulses/s (1967e1969). (Clark, 1969a, b, c; 2003a ,b,2010 (Clark et al., 1978a, b, c, d; 1980a, b; Tong and Clark, 1980; Tong et al., 1979 Tong et al., , 1980a .
With rate of stimulation pitch increased up to 500 pulses/s and then reached a plateau (Figs. 2A, B) . Below 200 pulses/s there was a rapid increase in pitch from 78 mels at 50 pulses/s to 3000 mels at 200 pulses/s (Clark, 2003a,b) . This effect with electrical stimulation was probably due to decoding mechanisms for the temporo-spatial patterns of neural responses Irlicht and Clark, 1996; Bruce et al., 1998 Bruce et al., , 1999 . Another aspect of temporal coding of importance for speech understanding was the ability to detect the duration of gaps between sounds. In this case it was found to be similar to that for normal hearing (Tong et al., 1988; Shannon, 1989) .
With place of stimulation, a different pitch sensation was experienced, and it increased from low to high frequency electrodes (Fig. 2B ). The perceptions of pitch for rate and place of stimulation influenced each other. This suggests that in the brain there is a "pitch perception processor for temporal and place pitch". This is now supported by studies of Bendor and Wang (2005) who found a place in the monkey auditory cortex that responds to pure tones as well as the missing fundamental frequencies that are experienced in humans as pitch. Furthermore, not only did we find that pitch varied with place of stimulation, the timbre changed (Fig. 3A) . Stimulating the cochlea at a lower frequency site was perceived as duller (D) than a high frequency site which was sharper (S) (Tong et al., 1979) . And in a group of prelinguistically deaf children the ability to detect changes in rate and place of stimulation was poorer than in postinguistically deaf children (Busby et al., 1994) as they had less prior exposure to sound during the plastic stage of brain development.
In the case of loudness it is related to the intensity of the stimulus (Clark et al., 1978a, b) , and other parameters such as the electrical charge passing through the nerve membrane, the population of neurons excited and the mean stimulus rate Clark, 2003a,b; Moore, 2003) . Electrical stimuli allowed the relative importance of these parameters to be determined Clark, 2006) . Furthermore, the operating range for electrical stimulation of the auditory nerve was found to be much smaller (5e10 dB) than the 30e40 dB range for speech (Clark et al., 1978a,b; Tong et al., 1979) . This difficulty was partly overcome as the discriminable steps in intensity rather than the range were similar for electrical and acoustic stimulation (Clark, 2006 ). There . (B) Rate of stimulation reproduced a true pitch sensation, and in our first patient it was only discriminated up to 200 pulses/s, but in others it was comparable to sound up to 600 pulses/s (Simmons, 1966; Tong and Clark, 1985; Clark et al., 1978a,b; Eddington et al., 1978a,b; Tong et al., 1979) . (Modified; Clark et al., 1978a) was thus a usable number of discriminable steps (7e45) over the narrower dynamic range for electrical stimulation.
Physiological speech coding
Following the initial analyses of the psychophysical data I decided to develop a speech code that modelled the physiology of the cochlea. It filtered sound frequencies, provided the phase delays seen with the basilar membrane travelling wave, and jittered the stimuli to replicate the nerve responses. But overall speech understanding was very limited because the electrical fields around each electrode overlapped, and the simultaneous stimulation produced unpredictable variations in loudness. This demonstrated the importance of non-simultaneous stimulation (Laird, 1979; Clark et al., 1987a) .
Formant speech coding
The vital clue for an effective speech code came when our patient described the stimuli not only as sharp or dull (Fig. 3A) , but as vowel-like (Fig. 3B) . The vowels experienced depended on the formants, particularly the second formant (F2) frequencies, and where they would excite the cochlea (Fig. 3B) . A formant is a peak of energy in the speech signal due to resonance in the vocal tract, and it is very important for intelligibility. This became the basis of our first successful speech code, and the forerunner of our future advances with formant and fixed filter codes.
Our inaugural code selected the second formants, and presented these to the appropriate electrodes coding frequency on a place basis; the intensity of the sound was coded as current amplitude (A0/A2); and the lower voicing frequencies (F0) were coded as rate of stimulation across place coded electrodes (Clark et al., 1977a, b) (Fig. 4A ). This was because our earlier physiological and behavioural findings had shown the brain processed rate and place information along two separate channels (Fig. 4B) . In December 1978 when presented open-set words my patient not only scored significantly better results for electrical stimulation combined with lip-reading compared to lip-reading alone, but he got a significant proportion correct for electrical stimulation alone, indicating the code was effectively reproducing speech, something not considered possible (Figs. 5A, B) (Clark, 1978; Tong and Clark, 1980; Clark et al., 1978a,b; 1981a,b,c; Tong et al., 1979 Tong et al., , 1980a .
The next important questions were: would this F0/F2 coding strategy benefit other people? And would the memory for speech sounds be retained after long periods of deafness? I implanted a second person in July 1979, and as he had been deaf for 17 years these questions could be answered. His ability to remember speech sounds and language when read to from the newspaper at his (Clark et al., 1978a,b; Tong et al., 1980a,b; Clark et al., 1981a,b,c) . (B) Left: Mean CID sentence preoperative and postoperative scores for F0/F2 electrical stimulation combined with lipreading alone (n ¼ 40). Right: Mean CID sentence scores for hearing alone 3 and 12 months postoperatively (n ¼ 23). (Modified; Dowell et al., 1986) second test session and achieve open-set audiological test results was evidence that the coding for speech was likely to be similar in other people, and could lie dormant for many years (Fig. 5A ). It also indicated that the memory of speech may reside in neural connections, and proteins of brain cells. After the benefit of the F0/F2 code had been demonstrated in 1978e79 on two patients by the University of Melbourne's team Clark et al., 1978a, b; 1980a, b; Tong et al., 1979 Tong et al., , 1980a ) the Australian Government, University of Melbourne, Royal Victorian Eye & Ear Hospital, and pacemaker firm Telectronics formed a consortium in 1980 that created Cochlear Limited that led to the Nucleus device. The implant was ready for a world trial for the US Food & Drug Administration (FDA) in September 1982 (Clark et al., 1981a,b,c; 1983a,b,c) . After being evaluated on 40 people in the US, Germany and Australia, most had a significant improvement in speech for electrical stimulation combined with lip-reading compared to lip-reading alone, and in a sub-group of 23 there was a 40% score for electrical stimulation alone (Fig. 5B) (Dowell et al., 1986) . In 1985 the US FDA approved the implant as safe and effective for speech understanding in adults with hearing before going deaf. It was the first multi-channel cochlear implant to be approved by a world health regulatory body (Dowell et al., 1986) . Although the strategy initially benefitted people with formant-based languages it also provided significant help for tonal languages (Xu et al., 1987) .
Coding trajectories in speech
I then considered it essential to learn in more detail why this code had been so successful. For example, we discovered that rate of electrical stimulation was perceived as voicing, and not just pitch, and was therefore suitable for coding the dynamic changes in supra-segmental and segmental speech frequencies. A rising voicing frequency was experienced as a question, and a falling one as a statement. The results were also the same for both apical (low frequency) and basal (high frequency) electrodes (Fig. 6A ). This demonstrated rate was not only perceived as voicing, but processed by the brain independently from spatial stimulation . Then it was shown that the discrimination of rate of stimulation e.g. for the shorter key formant transitions for the plosive consonants/ba/,/da/,/ga/, (Fig. 6B) over the required duration of 25 ms was poor. On the other hand, discrimination of transitions in place of stimulation was good over all the durations from 100 ms to 25 ms. Thus place of stimulation was an appropriate cue for plosive consonants .
Advanced speech coding strategies
I then undertook studies to discover more advanced coding strategies. To determine the speech elements most in need of improvement, the vowel and consonant scores for the F0/F2 processor were first compared. The consonant scores at 36% were significantly worse than the vowels at 52%. I therefore considered it essential to determine how well the different consonant speech cues were being transmitted. Many were analysed, and the information transmission for voiced, nasal, and affricate sounds was moderately good, but it was significantly poorer for place of articulation (Clark, 2003a,b; Clark et al., 1981c; Dowell and Cowan, 1982) .
Place frequency patterns of electrical stimulation
As speech has a complex acoustic pattern especially for place of articulation, it was necessary to see how well electrical stimulation could represent this pattern by stimulating two or more separate sites to produce a composite pitch. The study showed a two electrode stimulus matrix, with a 2-dimension perceptual space gave the best solution . Thus the individual pitches could be identified when blended into the one speech sound. Furthermore, place pitch could be shifted between the pitches on two neighbouring electrodes by varying their current amplitudes. There was thus an averaging process in the brain for place pitch (Tong et al., 1979 Townshend et al., 1987 ).
Acoustic models of place frequency speech codes
To also discover the coding of complex speech sounds I initiated the development of an acoustic model of electrical stimulation. This was created using bands of pseudo-random white noise with centre frequencies corresponding to electrode sites, for the place coding of frequency (Blamey et al., 1984) . The model was first tested for basic perceptual tasks such as loudness summation versus spatial separation, and the information transmitted in a consonant confusion study. The results were comparable to those obtained on my first patients with electrical stimulation. When we used the model to create the F0/F2 speech code, the results were similar to those for electrical stimulation with the F0/F2 speech code (Clark et al., 1978a,b; ,b,1981a Tong et al., 1979 Tong et al., , 1980a ). This indicated it was a good model for electrical stimulation and the neural pattern of excitation. When the first formant (F1) was added to the acoustic model, it out-performed the F0/F2 strategy by providing more complete patterns of spectral excitation (Blamey et al., 1985) . This was consistent with the results for electrical stimulation. In addition, the results for the voicing feature were the same for both electrical stimulation and the acoustic model. With the acoustic model the sine waves for each frequency were removed, and voicing was simply the amplitude modulation of the noise at the voicing frequency. This indicated that electrical stimulation was transmitting coarse rather than the fine temporal and spatial information for natural high fidelity sound.
Convergent speech codes
As high frequencies are important components of speech features such as fricatives, not only were the F1 and F2 formants selected for place coding , but also the high frequencies in the third formant region, and in particular the outputs of three band-pass filters for the high frequency bands (2000e2800 Hz, 2800e4000 Hz and >4000 Hz). This strategy referred to as "Multipeak" was approved by the US FDA in 1989 as safe and effective for adults who had hearing before going deaf (Dowell et al., 1990) . The next challenge was to determine how best to code the frequency transitions underlying place of articulation. This was achieved with a strategy that extracted the maximal outputs from a bank of 16e20 band pass filters (Clark et al. (1985-93a,b ) and in 1990 it was known as SMSP or SPEAK (Mckay et al., 1991; Mcdermott et al., 1992; Skinner et al., 1994) . It enabled the spectral pattern for the consonant transitions to be coded on a frequency place basis. The pattern was also integrated as a phonemic unit using a higher rate of stimulation of 720 pulses/s, and was referred to as ACE. This gave open-set sentence recognition scores in quiet (72.3%) which were better than SPEAK (64.2%). Strategies with fixed filters at high stimulus rates, were also studied at the same time by Wilson et al. (1991) .
Although our speech coding studies carried out since 1978, have produced a progressive increase in the open-set word-in-sentence and word scores, (Fig. 7A ) they are reaching a plateau, and more research is needed to achieve near normal speech perception.
Binaural speech codes
As speech perception was achieved with a monaural cochlear implant speech code I decided to see if the benefits of two ears or binaural hearing, could improve hearing, especially in noise. This required either bilateral implants or bimodal hearing i.e. an implant in one ear and a hearing aid in the other. In 1989, I implanted my first deaf patient with bilateral implants. Then in 1990 an adult patient of mine was the first person to have bimodal hearing, and in 1991 the first child. Our studies showed that bilateral electrical stimuli or bimodal speech processing could be fused into the one image. With bilateral implants, the discrimination of differences in the time of arrival of sounds to each ear was only comparable to sound at 50 pulses/s and up to 200 pulses/s. But it was not comparable at higher frequencies, probably due to the inadequate monaural processing above this rate. However, inter-aural loudness discrimination for electrical stimulation was more similar to that for sound, and was thus of special benefit for sound localization. Overall there was sufficient information for bilateral cochlear implants to provide better speech understanding in noise. (van Hoesel et al., 1990 (van Hoesel et al., , 1993 . A similar effect was seen for bimodal speech processing (Dooley et al., 1993) .
Our first studies were under head phones so all the variables could be controlled. But with unrestrained activity the head acts as an acoustic barrier that attenuates the signal on the far side of the head. There was also a "squelch" effect leading to an improved understanding of speech in noise because of central mechanisms that compare the signals in each ear and partially remove the noise but not the signal. The first study on binaural implants in which the speech signal and noise were spatially separated was undertaken by van Hoesel and Clark (1999) . At first the signal and noise were each at 45 , but in a later study the signal and noise were both from in front and then the noise was moved opposite each ear. In these cases there was a clear head shadow effect and a mild squelch result. These findings were consistent with the benefits later reported by patients in their daily life.
Hybrid hearing
Hybrid hearing requires implanting ears with residual lowfrequency hearing, and exciting the hair cells with amplified sound or electrophonically. In addition the nerves that transmit the higher frequencies are stimulated electrically. There is a high level of intelligibility when the hair cells for 1.0 k Hz to 2.0 k Hz are viable. The low frequencies are also very important for melodies and integrating the speech signal from the two ears in the presence of background noise. Prior to studies on patients my experimental animal research showed an electrode array could be inserted through the round window with only a 10 dB fall in threshold if no trauma occurred (Black et al., 1983) . The latency of the derived response to clicks also indicated the frequency place basilar membrane mechanics were largely undisturbed. In a multi-centre study on 66 people in Europe with bilateral severe-profound high frequency hearing loss the long Nucleus L24 array was successfully inserted with a median increase in thresholds of less than 15 dB (Lenarz et al., 2013) . Useful hearing was conserved in 88% of subjects both in quiet and noise, and speech perception was significantly improved. As there is also a continued risk of a further loss of hearing a decision to implant must be considered carefully. In addition Gantz and Turner (2004) developed a short array (10 mm) that could be inserted with less risk of a hearing loss. This excites the high frequency neurons electrically and together with the residual hearing gives significantly improved results with speech perception.
Electrical stimulation for early onset deafness
Another key question was: Could children deafened in early life develop good speech perception and spoken language when their central auditory pathways had not been previously exposed to sensory stimuli to establish the appropriate neural connectivity? Cochlear Limited modified the implant to make it suitable for children in collaboration with our team at the University of Melbourne, and I implanted it in 1985 and 1986. My first two young children were ten and five years of age (Clark et al., 1987a, b, c) . Their preliminary results for closed esets of words were significantly better than with lipreading alone. Then in 1987 a world trial was commenced for the US FDA. In 1990 after a detailed analysis of results the FDA announced that the 22-channel cochlear implant was safe and effective for deaf children from two to 17 years of age in understanding speech both with and without lip-reading (Clark et al. 1985-93b) . It was the first cochlear implant to be approved for deaf children by any world regulatory body, and the first major advance in helping deaf children communicate in the last 250 years. With these and later children electrode discrimination and place pitch perception correlated well with their speech perception (Busby and Clark, 2000a, b) . Data also indicated there was a critical period during which speech perception and language could be achieved. (Clark, 2002; Clark et al., 1996) . But the correct mode of education in learning listening skills was also a key factor for spoken language. This was seen in particular for young children who were implanted at less than 12 and 24 months of age (Leigh et al., 2013) (Fig. 7B) .
Supplementary video related to this article can be found at http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.heares.2014.08.002. This is highlighted in a video clip is of a 15 year e old girl that had her cochlear implant at 1 year 6 months of age, and is shown in the electronic version. She received education through developing listening skills. This enabled her to visit and encourage children at a cochlear implant clinic in India.
Expressive and receptive language
To achieve the best results with language there is a necessity for early diagnosis and implantation while the nervous system is most plastic. Early diagnosis could be achieved with a screening program and objective testing of hearing thresholds with the steady state method for recording auditory evoked brain potentials first reported by Rickards and Clark (1984) ; and an alternative strategy by Stapells et al. (1984) . The improved speech perception with the multi-channel cochlear implant has facilitated education through the development of receptive and expressive language. Brain plasticity is a key factor for this, and is shown in animal research and on patients. Plasticity can be either developmental or post developmental (Clark, 2003a, b) . The former is the development of the correct neural connections for processing information within a critical period after birth, and might be seen as underpinning habilitation. The latter is due to a change in the central representation of neurons in the mature animal after neural connectivity has been established. It might be seen as underpinning rehabilitation. There is also a critical period, although not sharply defined for place pitch in particular, and speech perception in general (Clark, 2002) . For example, the smaller the separation between electrodes that could be discriminated the better the speech perception (Clark, 2002) . Important questions that also had to be answered were: 1] Would a patient who had adjusted to a certain speech code get further benefits from a more optimal one, and would the patterns of excitation in the auditory cortex and neural connectivity become so established that other patterns could not be processed? The answer was that improved perception was seen for six of seven children when they were changed from the "Multipeak" to SPEAK codes (Dowell et al., 1997a,b) . The "Multi-peak" code selected up to five spectral peaks and stimulated at a rate proportional to the voicing frequency, and the SPEAK strategy selected six or more spectral maxima and stimulated at a constant rate with amplitude variations conveying voicing. A period of learning was needed for up to 18 months (Dowell and Cowan, 1997) . Factors correlated with learning to perceive speech in adults have shown poorer results with a longer duration of deafness and older age at implantation HochmairDesoyer et al., 1985; Blamey et al., 1992) . Similar factors apply to children, including the presence of residual hearing and an oralaural education (Dowell et al., 1995) .
Industrial outcomes
The research discussed above has been developed industrially, by Cochlear Limited with 250,000 people implanted in approximately 100 countries at the end of 2013 (personal communication). In addition as of December 2012 the NIH estimates that approximately 324,200 people worldwide have received implants . The University of Melbourne's speech codes have been implemented by Cochlear Limited in a series of behind-the-ear speech processors with advanced signal processing and dual microphones. These different algorithms can be selected by the recipient to give best hearing outcomes in various sound environments, for example, to reduce the effect of background noise for improved understanding. There is automatic acoustic scene analysis, to identify the sound environment and select the best possible sound preprocessing algorithms. Electro-Acoustic strategies have been developed for hybrid systems to optimize using remaining low frequency hearing in conjunction with electrical stimulation in the same ear for improved sound quality, music appreciation and speech understanding in noise. The size of the processor is being continually reduced, it has been given improved processing power, and it has backward compatibility for the latest technology and is available to all recipients. It is using Neural Response Telemetry e i.e. recording the neural responses in the cochlea from electrical stimulation e to guide the setting of stimulation levels, and thus simplifies the fitting procedure. New wireless technology is being applied to give improved connectivity and high quality signals to telephones, WiFi etc. This will enable the Internet to be explored for fitting and long term support remote from the clinic.
Finally Cochlear Limited and the University of Melbourne have been working on a totally implantable system with devices that include batteries and microphones, so that they can function without the external sound processor achieving "invisible hearing".
High fidelity hearing
Although the results with a cochlear implant are now very good, they are still not the same as perfect hearing, so there is more work to do. Future research includes providing musical appreciation, high fidelity hearing, and hearing in noise. To achieve high fidelity sound an implant of the future will need to provide fine temporo-spatial patterns of stimulation. Electric and acoustic stimuli may produce the same interspike interval histograms, but my research indicated the former may not have pitch (Clark, 2008) . Thus the pattern of neural excitation should have phase information provided by the basilar membrane travelling wave and the rapid phase changes in the membrane around its point of maximal vibration (Clark, 2008) . Furthermore, our mathematical modelling studies have shown that the probability of neighbouring cells firing depends on whether their input reflects the phase changes in the basilar membrane travelling wave at its maxima or along its length (Clark., 2003b (Clark., , 2008 . This is seen for an acoustic stimulus, but not a present electric stimulus where the phase changes are usually absent. In addition, our modelling studies have demonstrated, that with excitation from a very localized region of the cochlea, the responses from the brainstem cells would be synchronized with the sound frequency. But if they came from widespread regions, they would not be synchronized so well (Paolini et al., 2000 (Paolini et al., , 2001 . Finally a more localized stimulus can be achieved if the fields from neighbouring electrodes are out of phase. This was shown to be efficacious with behavioural tests in the experimental animal by Minas (1973) , and further confirmed by Clark et al.(1977a,b) .
Conclusion
Not only has electrical stimulation of the central auditory pathways led to speech understanding in severely-to-profoundly deaf people through the multi-channel cochlear prosthesis when not previously thought possible, but to a better knowledge of brain function. The prostheses have enabled different parameters and patterns of stimulation to be used to evaluate their effects on perception, and its relation to speech understanding. The multichannel cochlear implant has uncovered the patterns of responses required for the temporal and place coding of frequency, and highlighted the relation between the neurophysiology and the psychophysics. It has demonstrated that in the brain there are rate and place coding channels and that for some sensory stimuli there is an averaging process. Similarly it has demonstrated the importance of total charge as distinct from rate of stimulation on loudness perception.
The research has enabled the coding of speech to be analyzed, and has also determined that neural connectivity is able to encode the complex sounds of speech at birth, so the auditory central nervous system can process the information as the child matures. But the development of place coding for frequency in particular is critical for this, and is lost if the sound exposure is delayed. The studies have shown the spectral patterns that are activated for the conscious experience of speech, and also how a top-down input through education enhances bottom-up processing.
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